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In theory they were sound on Expectation
Had there been situations to be in.
Unluckily they were their situation ...

W. H. Auden
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I

This is a discursive essay on staying alive. In fact you have to be pretty bold to
advise others on avoiding accidents in the hills, if only because if you were to
injure yourself subsequently your recommendations would seem to be dis
credited. For that reason there is a temptation to retain in any theory a possibility
of 'pure bad luck' to be held in reserve as a posthumous pardon for yourself
or for deceased experts or friends. But it is just that possibility that we want to
avoid. And to say that a man can know the answers but that to err is human is an
unsatisfactory defence, suggesting at any rate that there is a limit to the value
of all theoretical knowledge and practical experience of the matter.

The lavishly equipped expedition of Auden's poem marched to its disasters
because it was thought that all hazards spring from external origins. This
opinion characterises present-day teaching on safety on mountains which
tends to deal with causal relationships in an entirely mechanistic sense and
which largely ignores the essential personal element in these events. It might
further be said that this approach impedes enquiry about that element, having
at its disposal only a handful of premature ultimates-error in judgement,
inadequate safety-margin, accident-proneness, and so on-with which to deal
with it.

Certainly, the advice which is handed out so freely is addressed mainly to
beginners; and, especially in straightforward hill-walking in Britain, it is
possible to offer a range of recommendations about equipment, time and dis
tance calculations, navigational skills, and so forth, to give fairly positive
protection for a simple expedition in a specified area. However, it is almost
everywhere implied that the same approach-a thorough knowledge of equip
ment and technique together with the steady development of a sense of judge
ment (so indefinable a quality that only its particular applications can be
examined)-that this approach satisfies all safety considerations through all
stages of a climber's progress. I think that this is untrue and that there are other
aspects of the safety problem deserving more attention. I think, too, that we
should feel an obligation to tell beginners a great deal more about the risks of
the game.

To put it briefly, it seems to me that it is more correct to see advances in
technique and equipment as supporting improvements in performance, rather
than as affecting the margin of safety.! Motoring offers obvious analogies.
When a man buys a car with better braking power he puts the brakes on later;
when he gets a car with a higher cruising speed he drives it faster; when he
thinks he can handle skids on snowy roads he toys with this technique. We have
1 See also Kim Meldrum's similar conclusion on P 308 below.
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a built-in tendency to look for our limits, unless special factors like inhibition
or senility supervene. And what is true of drivers is also true of climbers.

Now consider a variety of situations in which a man's foot slips and he falls.
In one case he was walking along a steep, wet, grassy hillside and the safety
experts inspect his footgear. He was wearing ordinary shoes. They say: you
have to have the right equipment for the job-if you'd been wearing good
mountain boots this might never have happened. In a second case a climber
slips on a slab move on a wet but easy rock-climb. He was wearing a good pair
of boots and the experts say: well, this is often climbed in similar or worse con
ditions; perhaps you haven't yet learned the right style of balance movement;
you made a mistake in technique. In a third case a climber falls off a bone-dry
XS. He was wearing P.A.s and he was known to be a highly competent and
successful climber. They have to say: well, your gear is all right and you say
you were on excellent form; you must have been pushing it; you made-a
mistake in judgement. In fact, a very large number of climbing accidents ha,e
to be called mistakes in judgement and these accidents pose the most interesting
and baffling of safety problems. Once the point has been reached at which we
can say that a climber has 'found his standard' he usually begins to climb fairly
close to that standard and matters of equipment and technique come to have
a different sort of relevance. He makes allowances for shortcomings in one
matter and improvements in the other. He exercises his judgement. In this
context any light we can cast upon the factors influencing judgement will be
valuable-and useful, too, not only in relation to the third example given above
but also to the two earlier ones. So from this point of view it seems more
appropriate to think of the safety-margin as a constant in the climber's head,
rather than as a variable on the soles of his boots.

The argument has been telescoped dangerously and I would like to reinforce
it by saying the same thing in a different way. This alternative relateS to the
purposes of climbing, and its basis was set out excellently by Lito Tejada-Flores
in the article from Ascent which was reprinted in the May 1968 issue of this
journal (A.J. 73. 46). (In passing, the title of the article, 'Games Climbers Play',
presumably relates to the book Games People Play by Eric Berne; Tejada-Flores
owes no debt to the book, which deals with interpersonal situations, but Dr
Berne's approach might well be developed to touch on one or two aspects of
modern climbing.) Tejada-Flores divides climbing and mountaineering into
a number of classes or 'climbing-games'-the Boulder Game, the Crag Game,
the Big Wall Game, the Alpine Game, the Expedition Game, and so on. He
shows that each game has generally accepted rules ('ethics') and he explains
their purpose: 'a handicap-system has evolved to equalise the inherent chal
lenge and maintain the climber's feeling of achievement at a high level in each
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of these differing situations'. The rules-'are designed to conserve the climber's
feeling of personal (moral) accomplishment against the meaninglessness of a
success which represents merely technological victory'. So the rules are more
restrictive the less the objective danger and the less the duration of effort
required: you can use a ladder to cross a crevasse on Everest but not to get up
Harrison's Rocks. The principle is, he says, 'to maintain a degree of uncertainty
as to the eventual outcome'.

I want to go back to what uncertainty of outcome means or might mean shortly.
But the inescapable conclusion here is that whenever a significant step forward
is made in equipment or technique, the average climber makes a compensation.
He does not want to widen his safety-margin indefinitely; he wants to hold it
to a satisfyingly narrow measure. And he does this by climbing harder routes
within the same climbing-game or, if circumstances allow, by moving into a
higher or more serious game. His safety-margin has to seem as marginal as ever.

Now, if a climber's safety-margin is adjusted to some internal need, do climbers
in fact become safer as they grow older and gain experience? Accident statistics
are not yet of any assistance here since they show nothing of the proportional
background of safe climbing. For the moment I am simply going to say that
climbers do not necessarily become safer, no matter how excellent their equip
ment, no matter how sophisticated the techniques they have learned, no matter,
possibly, through how many years they have developed their judgement
unless they adopt, deliberately or unconsciously, what we might call a risk-free
role, about which I will say something presently. But it seems to me that
climbers who do not take up such a position may perhaps be even more likely
to hurt themselves as time goes on, especially if they keep on moving up the
hierarchy of climbing-games. I think it probable that the fatality-rate in relation
to the time at risk goes up steadily through hill-walking, rock-climbing, Alpine
climbing and expeditions. Some people disagree with this view and it is
certainly possible to cite anomalies in particular geographical areas and in
specialised aspects of climbing; but I am sure that it is true to say that the
accident-rate rises with the seriousness of the terrain, other things being equal
and that a given injury, say a broken ankle, which might be a minor incident on
a British crag could have major consequences on an Alpine peak and might
mean worse again on bigger mountains. At the end, according to Michael
Ward, the mortality-rate amongst those who have ventured onto the world's
ten highest mountains is seven per cent-and this excludes porters, who for
some reason aren't counted or don't count. 2 (Dr Berne would classify Greater
Mountaineering as a Third Degree Game; a game, that is, 'which is played
fOf keeps and which ends in the surgery, the courtroom or the morgue'.)
2 See p 146 above
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If this line of reasoning is a good one, and bearing in mind the tendency to
progress always towards more difficult undertakings, a number of serious
questions follow. Ought we to encourage young people to start climbing at all
if they don't already feel a compulsion? Must we burn the Mountain Centres?
And so on. I'm going to pass over these questions here for two reasons: first,
they are inextricably tied to a lengthy educational or social argument; and,
second, I think it might be possible to do something about the safety-problem,
if we wished.

11

But before saying something about those climbers who have accidents I want
to say something about those who don't-about climbers who have solved
the gratification-safety dilemma. I have said that it is a natural process for
many climbers to keep the safety-margin satisfyingly narrow. Some climbers
hold this position for many years, but it is quite impossible to generalise on
what they have in common. However, when I said that the safety-margin is a
constant in the head, I was exaggerating. Climbers often widen their safety
margins, sometimes deliberately and from an instant of time, sometimes slowly
and without conscious knowledge. Some rather obvious groups of causes
initiate this process. In the most direct, a climber who survives a big fall or a
series of falls or misadventures may begin to allow himself a broader safety
margin: this is a dangerous way of learning, though in some aspects of climbing
it has recently been made less dangerous but also less effective. Or, a climber
may be influenced by having seen injuries or fatalities on the hills or by having
had these happen to friends or acquaintances: this is highly effective but there
are moral objections to human sacrifice as a teaching method. Or, it may happen
that a man's climbing is affected by the matters of his personal life, even when
these do not restrict his time on the hills-by a sense of responsibility to wife
and children, by a loss of energy or drive drawn from him in the process of
earning a living, by the discovery of values or interests which modify the
importance of some of the rewards of climbing to him, and so on.

Again, there are climbers whose manner, style and drive are not in the least
affected by any of these circumstances-and occasionally, in the last situation
at least, the process may work in reverse. We call some of these climbers 'the
hard men' but we ought to have some such phrase to cover all those who climb
consistently to their limits at lower as well as at higher standards. On the other
hand, many climbers find that their climbing is affected adversely and they
assume one or other of our 'risk-free roles'. It is worth looking at the ways in
which they organise their activities in order to gain maximum gratification at
minimum risk.
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The first and most obvious solution in ordinary rock-climbing is the traditional
one: to sign on permanently as a second. No immediate drop in the standard
of climbing is necessarily involved but as the climber regresses further he
wants to climb on cliffs with sizable ledges and impressive belays; then he
becomes unhappy on routes with overhangs and traverses and typically wants
to climb second in parties of three. This sort of manoeuvring can be quite
rewarding because a reasonable talent scout will have the background experience
to enable him to continue to indulge in difficult climbing, including first
ascents, for a long time.

A second role-which may cause argument or resentment by its positioning
in this scheme-is that of leader on climbs where the risk is reduced to the
possibility of very short falls-artificial climbing or free climbing which can
be protected continuously. At this stage it is worth returning to Tejada-Flores'
remark that we try to maintain 'a degree of uncertainty as to the eventual
outcome'. Uncertainty of outcome suggests first of all success or failure, though
these terms sometimes seem inappropriate in climbing; but it also suggests a
playing with risk and therefore the avoiding of injury. Now, at one time, the
threat of a fall was a very serious one and involved almost always a risk to life;
but with the development of pegs, nuts and tape for aid in one type of climbing
and for protection in another, there are now many climbs on which the chance
of falling means no more than the chance of a short and harmless drop. At the
same time this climbing offers the satisfaction of the most dramatic situations
in which a man can find himself. And since even the shortest and most painless
fall is an exhilarating and stimulating experience these routes can purge the
'worry-potential' of a climber perfectly. So a sort of substitute has been invented
to replace the climber's historical exposure to real risks. (Perhaps it would be
simpler to say that equipment and technique have made a real contribution to
safety; but, again, this is only true in the 'risk-free role' context-in other
circumstances the climber will start pegging on more dubious rock, will try
to cut down on aid or on protection pitons, and so on. However, it may be that
routes of the type described here are now representative of the mainstream
development of British rock-climbing.) So the second role is that of a leader on
routes which are very easy to protect. He may still, of course, carry out climbs of
great technical difficulty: but he has virtually eliminated the risk of injury.

A third role is that of an instructor at a Mountain Centre or of a guide who
accepts only fairly simple undertakings or of a member of a climbing club who
looks after the beginners. His climbing in other situations may well be inhibited
by the fact that since he spends a good deal of his time in teaching others to
climb safely he dare not risk getting into hazardous positions himself. He has
the reward of being regarded as an expert by novices who have no way of
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assessing his ability or achievements; and some become so bemused by this
background that they fail to notice that they have virtually givcn up £erious
climbing altogether.

A fourth role is that of the obsessive type of rescuer. This is an unassailable
position. Few climbers dare make fun of those who would as soon stand by for
a possible rescue as go out for a climb, and the rescuer has every ethical con
sideration removed in that he knows that he will be criticised unless he protects
his each action to its comfortable maximum rather than to its bearable mini
mum. So on crag rescues he can get into exciting positions for free and he can
involve himself in the most dramatic events. If he were to make a mistake and
hurt himself what would be disgrace in oth;r circumstances might be seen as
gallantry here. He can say, quite rightly, that he is doing a public service. And
as a bonus he gets an obscure emotional payoff of a kind not easy to describe
but one in which many find it impossible not to indulge.

A number of other roles for the 'tame tiger' might be elaborated. There are
climbers who concentrate upon high but comparatively safe and easy Alpine
ascents; and with this height advantage they can feel that they are still a part of
the world of serious climbing. And there are climbers who direct their energies
into the opening-up of remote but minor mountain areas where the difficulties
of access join with the mountain objectives to give some sense of commitment.
All of these roles might be defined more clearly and the list might be extended.
However, it does seem to me that the best and most direct advice to be given to
a climber who worries about survival is to tell him that he should deliberately
fit his activities into one of these roles or into a happy combination of them.

III
But, to discuss now those experienced climbers who have accidents. I am sure
that it is interesting and valuable to try to look at the safety-problem in new
ways: to ignore the mechanical circumstances of accidents--or, at least, to
ask 'why?' again, after the mechanical answer has been supplied-and to try
to find methods by which accidents, or the climbers who have them, may be
typified. I have to admit here that, from some intriguing beginnings, my own
attempts to work out comprehensive systems of description have led me into
difficult positions with unverifiable and tendentious conclusions and I have
thought it best to abandon them; but I am sure that such systems are possible
and I would like to provoke attempts by those equipped to deal with the matter.

For analogy, however, and for entertainment, I will offer what may seem at
first glance a rather absurd example of an approach to the problem, but one
which is used for two reasons. First, it is a method which cannot be carried
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much further in its direction and so, at least, it cannot confuse a promising line
of development. And, second, it does on the other hand separate two sorts of
accidents which are of particular importance-the first, because all thinking
about them seems to be finally abortive; and the second, because they form a
characteristic but rarely discussed category. This approach is to divide
accidents according to their style of development. To avoid trespass upon
more likely vocabularies they are called here adventitious and se{juential
accidents.

By an adventitious accident I do not mean simply an accidental accident
though such a type might be possible, one hypothetical limit of the extremes of
accidentality of accidents. I mean an accident which the climber arranges
without any external assistance, one which occurs when he is not under pressure,
when choices of action are open to him, when the accident often looks like an
adventitious piece of carelessness or bad luck. Consider a characteristic form:
a climber sets up an abseil on a small outcrop purely for amusement; he uses a
rounded anchor and the rope rides off. Why did he do it? The circumstances
excluded the p:Jssibility of fatigue having impaired his judgement or having
caused him to take risks in order to conserve energy. He seemed to be of more
than average intelligence and not lacking in mechanical sense. What can we
possibly say about this situation?

The only obvious advice is in the traditional manner. We might say: in setting
up an abseil you must estimate the direction of strain and check the response of
the ropes to a pull at (say) thirty degrees to either side of the abseil path. But
the climber must have known this already. We might offer a more general
solution by encouraging all climbers to consider a grounding in artificial
climbing to be an essential part of mountaineering, since this is a safe and
effective way of imprinting a good knowledge of practical mechanics. But the
climber might well have had this knowledge, or believed he had it, already.
A better understanding might be gained by studying the growing literature of
accident-proneness in other activities; but attempts to sort mountaineers into
psychological types in the technical or clinical senses would probably be
thought distasteful and it is hard to see what practical good could come of it for
a freely recruited pastime. So in cases like this we seem to reach an impasse.

By a sequential accident I mean the end point in a chain of events; an accident
which happens under pressure and which is anyone of a random range of
available accidents in the situation the climber has constructed; or one which
follows the only choice of action he has left himself. The chain of events may
appear to have lasted five minutes or five hours; but it might also be seen as
extending for five years or longer, and this extreme case is worth thinking
about.
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Climbers in this category may be described as being too committed to sur ive.
One has to avoid direct illustration here, but from observation and reading it is
perfectly clear that the literature and folklore of disaster exercises a powerful
influence upon some climbers. Psychologists have described a characteristic
type of fantasy in which a child invents a catastrophe-a bus crash, for example
-from which it is the only survivor. It i possible to see the survivor-stories
with which mountaineering is so well provided-Cassin on the Badile, Bonatti
on the Freney Pillar, and countless others-as offering real-life archetypes of
these fantasies. The charge of feeling in these tragedies is so strong that
however painfully it is expressed the reader or listener cannot avoid a response.
The drama is almost always accompanied by all the atmospherics at ature's
disposal. And in contrast to this backcloth the onward drive and inflexibility
of purpose which carries the protagonist safely through appears as the essential
quality which distinguishes the great mountaineer from the good mountaineer
and which tilts the scales in favour of survival.

This is an utterly false conclusion but the voices of survivors impress us more
than inscriptions on tombstones. Abstracting anyway from these stories it is
easy to form a specific image of the great climber and a concept of an extreme
relationship of man and mountain: the serious climber is always 'a hard man';
the climb is a life-or-death struggle; and the technical difficulty of one route
or the beauty of line of another come to have less significance than the tragedies
a third has witnessed-the Eigerwand holds a greater spell than the Walker pur,

anga Parbat than Everest, and 0 on. nfortunately the routes with the
notoriety are naturally those with the greatest objective dangers and on them
the climber is forced to accept extended periods of risk. If, then, he has un
consciously identified himself with this image of a survivor-figure, he is
simply carried along by his resolution until, at a time thrown up by chance,
the sum of his calculated risks exceeds his calculations. And the tendency to
select onward drive and audacity as supremely valuable qualities is not only
dangerous on Alpine climbs or in relation to objective hazards. It may be
equally misleading on a long unprotected run-out on a Lakeland rock-climb
or in pressing on with a preconceived plan through a Cairngorm white-out.

In cases such as these it may be thought that we are talking about personality
factors. This is true to some extent but there is also involved a response to a
particular conception of mountaineering which may have some proportional
relationship with the influence of the mass media. This influence continues a
tendency within mountaineering-in the compilation of records in guide-books
and climbing journals which are not, however, slanted to excite the general
public-but exaggerated in recent year by journalists, publishers and
television producers. In Britain this change of atmosphere came about quite
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recently and a single example will have to serve as illustration. When, in the
years between the wars, the acknowledged authorities of British mountaineering
passed comment on the activities of German and Italian climbers, the most
damning criticism they could make was to find-to their own satisfaction, at
any rate--evidence of exchanges with the State which seemed to them to
indicate a false direction for mountaineering. But when, after the ascent of
Everest, John Hunt and Edmund Hillary were knighted the parallel disturbed
no one; and when the news of the success was used, through its fortuitous
coincidence with the Coronation, as a symbol of national resurgence there
were few attempts by climbers to insist upon mountaineering's independence
of, or indifference to, sport and society. In fact, there is a temptation to take
1953 as the year in which British climbing began to come to terms with the
mass media and with the implications of public recognition. In some quarters
this coming-together has been accepted with tremendous enthusiasm, and
from it there is following a reshaping of the structure of British climbing.

Since this development is dependent to a very large degree upon communica
tions it would seem obvious that the same means might best be used to maintain
some sort of balance. Ironically, in the decade which produced the anti-hero
in the novel and cinema, the literature of mountaineering has reached its
worst excesses (culminating to my mind in Straight Up, the Harlin biography).
Certainly a start might be made in dealing more critically with these offerings
by drawing attention to naive attitudes and sentimentalism and by looking
scrupulously at motives. It would be quite possible to adopt entirely new
conventions. We might, for instance, exclude from guide-books any record
of ascents on which there was a fatality or even an injury, on the grounds that
the climb was not properly achieved. This would allow us, for example, to
look forward to the first winter direttissima on the Eiger. We ought to try to.
give praise where it is really due: for every hundred who know the details of
Heckmair's ascent of the Eigerwand it is hard to find one who has heard of his
ascent of the Walker Spur thirteen years later-a success by which Kollen
sperger and Heckmair showed clearly that reason and imperturbability are as
useful as 'push' . We ought to moderate our language, begging the Character
Builders not to use the word 'courage' in talking to young people about climbing;
this word is best saved for situations which have not been entered for fun, and
in a climbing context 'persistence' might be more appropriate. We ought,
above all, to try to assess the effects of the interest outside bodies are lately
showing in mountaineering and the effects, especially, of their promotion of
awards and certificates.
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IV

In conclusion, it seems to me that a climber's career falls into either two or
three phases: first, a novitiate, during which advice on equipment and technique
is valuable and may increase the margin of safety widely; second, a 'climbing
game' phase, during which period knowledge gained is used to support
performance rather than to guarantee safety; and, third, the possibility of
opting-out into a 'risk-free role'. There is scope for a great deal of thought upon
the subject, but at present, considering the pattern of climbing in Britain
compared, for example, with Soviet mountaineering, our advice on safety
seems to be of a necessarily temporising nature. It recalls Wilde's remark
about some of the reformers of his day: 'They try to solve the problem of
poverty by keeping the poor alive'. The problem of poverty was lessened by
modifying the structure of society rather than by maintaining soup kitchens
in the streets. Similarly, we might change the structure and ethos of mountain
eering, but we have to ask ourselves what sorts of changes would be acceptable
-most of us, I imagine, would not care for the Soviet solution to the safety
problem. In any case, whether we do anything or not, British climbing is
already being reshaped by the influence of four pressure groups outside its
traditionally spontaneous pattern of clubs and individuals. These pressure
groups are the training organisations, the equipment dealers and manufac
turers, and the climber-journalists and photographers, all having slightly
different interests in safety matters. The fourth group is the British Moun
taineering Council itself, whose developing influence is as yet unpredictable.

The only possible way ofending this article seems to be by asking some questions
which await answers. Exactly how safe do we want mountaineering to be? Is
there any consensus on this amongst British climbers? Is there any permissible
level of injury in mountaineering? How do we fit into the international pattern
in these matters?
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